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### PROPOSAL DESCRIPTION

The major objective of this contract is to provide a guide to all colleges for establishing well-conceived assessment procedures and fair and meaningful course requisites. Seven community colleges representing five geographically and demographically diverse districts will be working together with a project manager and external evaluators from the University of California, Santa Barbara, to develop the following products:

1. Model assessment process congruent with the Board's Matriculation Plan; and
2. One or more model processes for establishing requisites for entry-level degree-applicable courses which are based upon assessment outcomes and which include considerations of how to assure that the setting of requisites does not violate students’ civil rights or have other illegal discriminatory impacts.

The community colleges collaborating in this contract are Santa Barbara City College, Allan Hancock College, College of the Sequoias, Long Beach City College, San Diego City College, Miramar College, and San Diego Mesa College.
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